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- Regional and sectoral trends of the ODA of Korea in terms of connectivity
- The project for human capital development
- The project for establishment of E-governance system
- **Why Asia?**
  - Traditional and strategic partner of Korean ODA

(Based on 2018 Country Cooperation Program Budgets)
• **Background**

  - **Which sector?**
    - Governance
    - Technology, Environment and Energy
    - Education
Regional and sectoral trends of the ODA of Korea in terms of connectivity

- The project for human capital development

- The project for establishment of E-governance system
1. Information Technology Capacity Building for Central and Local Government in Indonesia

- 2013-2016 / $ 3.7 million
- w/ Ministry of Communication and Information in Indonesia
- Support central and local government officials to strengthen capacity to drive E-governance policy - skill and management capacity
- Cooperate with existing ICT training institution (BPPTIK) supported by KOICA
1. Information Technology Capacity Building for Government in Indonesia

<Situation>

- Long-term & mid-term national development strategy and masterplan for economic development
- ICT flagship program 2025 and 10 strategic programs
- UN E-government Development Index (EGDI), ranked 116/193 in 2016
- ITU ICT Development Index (IDI), ranked 115/176 in 2017
1. Information Technology Capacity Building for Government in Indonesia

< Results >

• Strengthened IT capacity of civil servants
  ✓ Essential and practical IT skills for government officials
    ➢ 88% trainees are satisfied and the number of certificate holders increased
  ✓ Consultation & training for E-Gov. management
  ✓ Capacity Appraisal System (CAS) for more training

• Enhanced environment for E-Governance
  ✓ Operation policy established
  ✓ Personnel dedicated and number of system users increased

• South-south cooperation with Timor-Leste
  ✓ Capacity development for dissemination
1. Information Technology Capacity Building for Government in Indonesia

< Sustainability >
2. Upgrading National Information System on Foreign Investment in Vietnam

• 2016-2019 / $ 5.5 million

• w/ Ministry of Planning and Investment in Vietnam

• Improve public service system for investors and enhance capacity to manage investment for officials

• Experienced of the project for establishment of integrated information management system for Competition Administration Dept. in Vietnam
2. Upgrading National Information System on Foreign Investment in Vietnam

< Inputs & expected results >

- Improved National Investment Information System (new NIIS)
  - Existing data cleansing and integrated DB construction
  - GIS and related DB creation
  - Mid & long-term roadmap establishment

- Enhanced policy capacity for promoting investment
  - Effectiveness of investment licensing process
  - Increase of consultation and reinvestment
Projects for system development in the region

- The national payment and settlement system of Cambodia (2015-2020 / $ 8 million)
- The electronic receipt and invoice system and sales reporting system in the Philippines (2019-2021 / $ 7 million)
- The electronic civil registration system in Myanmar (2020-2024 / $ 20 million)
- VietLIS-based Land valuation capacity and land price information system improvement for Vietnam (2016-2018/ $ 9 million)
Bottlenecks and Outlook

• National policy for Aid for Trade
• Common indicators for measuring & monitoring for AfT
• Consistency of priority to LDCs
• Follow-up consultation and projects.